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The Kidde Nighthawk KN-COPP-3 carbon monoxide detector has a number of features that we like, and we think you'll find them when you read this review. Click here for the best price from Amazon.com If you like to have constant CO level updates in your home, then you'll love the digital display that is updated every 15 seconds. The reading also shows
the highest levels recorded since the last reset. Digital reading allows you to see what's going on, even if the alarm doesn't signal. Click here to find out more. For detailed specifications download the Kidde Nighthawk KN-COPP-3 Guide. Kidde Nighthawk KN-COPP-3 features one 9v backup battery. 6 foot extension cord so you can mount it at eye level and
still it is connected to the power source. Digital reading provides readings of 30 to 999 PPM (parts per million). It has a self-discipline function where the LED lets you know if it functions properly - you can also press a button for a manual test. This automatically requires replacement after 7 years of operation - this is a feature you really want because the
sensors can degrade after that period of time. Pros It comes with a backup battery, which means it doesn't have to be plugged in, and it will also continue to work when plugged into an outlet in case the electricity breaks down - which is likely the time you'll turn to non-electric burning fossil fuels for heating, which is also the most risky for co-rises inside the
home. Comes with a 5-year warranty. Cons This allows you to connect it to an outlet that can make it tempting to connect it near the floor - don't do it because you position it at eye level to read it easily, and because the most important thing is that's where you get the most accurate levels of carbon monoxide detected. The Kidde KN-COPP-3 Nighthawk
carbon monoxide detector summary has been on the market for over 7 years and has proven to be highly reliable. Click here to buy this product on Amazon. Please understand that you need some CO alarms in your home in order to safely cover all possible carbon monoxide emissions build-up - for more information see Einige Word-Funktionen Koennen in
Google Docs nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei nderungen entferntDetails anzeigenLetzte aningun anzeigen Your assessment is very important to improve the work of artificial intelligence that forms the content of this project Kidde KN-COPP-3 AC power, carbon monoxide alarm plug-in uses sophisticated electronic components and unsurpassed
sensor technology to protect you and your family from the dangers of CO. KN-COPP-3 includes backup 9V, which provides continuous monitoring of CO levels, even while powering When air conditioners do not provide protection. KN-COPP-3 will detect and store measured data on concentrated CO levels as low as 11 and up to 999 PPM with its peak level
memory display. This alarm gives you several installation options, including: a straight plug, a 6' power cord or a countertop. The consumer benefits of Kidde KN-COPP-3 AC power, connect carbon monoxide alarm provides you and your family with a warning signal to protect against dangerous levels of carbon monoxide in your home. This alarm is easily
installed at any of your ac wall points. The digital display allows you to easily view carbon monoxide levels from 30-999PPM (parts per million). KN-COPP-3 is included in the UL list and offers a 10-year lifespan and a 10-year limited warranty. Part number (order number): 900-0076 1 Table Contents 2 3 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 14 15 16 18 19 20 21 22 22 2223
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